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Selected Learning Outcomes  
ART 120/Ceramics I  
(Remote and In-Person) 

Conceptual Skills 
• Demonstrate creative problem solving that synthesizes ceramics 
knowledge and methodologies with information from different 
fields of study and/or global sources. 

Technical Skills: 
• Demonstrate the hand-building skills necessary to execute three-
dimensional forms exhibiting a high degree of craftsmanship 
(Technique focus: Hand-building.) 
 
Observational Skills  
• Demonstrate an understanding of visual literacy as it applies to 
ceramic expression. 

General Education Requirement  
• Integrative Learning



Depiction: Yoruba Head 
Material: Terra-cotta 
Time: 12th–15th century 
Culture/Place: Nigeria, Ife 
Collection: @metmuseum

Depiction: Incense Burner, five women  
crowned with flowers around a wellhead 
Material: Terracotta 
Time: 2nd half of 4th century B.C 
Culture/Place: Greek, Tarentine 
Collection: @metmuseum

Depiction: Portrait Vessel 
of a Ruler 
Material: Terra-cotta  
Time: 100 B.C./A.D. 500 
Culture/Place: Moche 
North coast, Peru 
Collection: 
@artinstitutechi  

Depiction: Lohan Holding a Peach, 
Lohan Holding a Fu Dog 
Material: Porcelain with famille verte 
overglaze enamel decoration 
Time: Qing dynasty Kangxi reign 
(1662-1722) 
Culture/Place: China, Jiangxi province  
Collection: @clevelandmuseumofart

Depiction: Funerary Urn with 
Deity 
Material: Terra-cotta  
Time: 6th century 
Culture/Place: Monte Alban 
culture, Mexico 
Collection: @metmuseum

Historical Ceramic Artwork (Figurative)



Kelley Donahue  Christina West Kukuli Velarde

Contemporary Artists/Artwork (Figurative) 



Techniques (Hand Building) 

Hollowing Out/Armature: Beth Cavener Slab BuildingBuilding Solid: Cristina Córdova



Remote Ceramics Class:  
Recorded Blackboard Demonstrations and TEAMS Posts



Ceramics I (Remote)   
• Some students in the remote version of Ceramics I struggle to maintain attention and class 

participation during lectures and demonstrations.  

Ceramics I (In Person)  
• Students struggle to retain procedural information about process based techniques such as 

hand building and wheal throwing and the stages of the clay/firing process.

Problems to Solve:



Ceramics I (Remote)   
• Two Things Retrieval Strategy (pg. 61 of Powerful Teaching) - At the beginning of class lectures 

students were given the following instructions while the lecture/demo is ongoing: “write down 
two things on our shared class document that you learned in todays lecture”. Students 
completed this “Two Things” retrieval strategy four times during the semester. 

Ceramics I (In Person)  
• Brain Dump Retrieval Strategy (pg. 56 of Powerful Teaching) - At the end of class student were 

given the following instructions: “Write down everything you can remember from todays lecture 
in your sketch book”. Students completed one “Brian Dump” every week during the semester.

Implemented Strategy (Fall 2023):



Powerful Teaching: Unleash The Science of Learning  
Agarwal, P. K., & Bain, P. M. 
Jossey-Bass (2019)

Book Reference:



• Students in my Ceramics I (both Remote and In Person classes) have retained more 
procedural information and been more engaged during lectures and demonstrations (No 
artwork blowing up!)

Qualitative Results:

Ceramics I (Remote)  
• Two Things Retrieval Strategy - During lectures and demonstrations I needed to refer to the 

retrieval assignment at least three times to encourage student participation. I also sent 
private messages in the Zoom chat to students not participating in the retrieval strategy. 

Ceramics I (In Person)  
• Brain Dump Retrieval Strategy - No challenges were encountered with this strategies 

implementation. 

Challenges/Obstacles to Implementation:



Progress/Positive Results:



Selected Learning Outcomes  
ART 127/Art Appreciation 
(Distance Learning) 

Conceptual Skills 
• Master a specialized vocabulary to enable an informed 
discussion of art. 

• Analyze the function and meaning of an art object in its 
cultural context. 

• Write coherent essays addressing visual analysis and 
stylistic comparison. 

General Education Requirement  
• Integrative Learning 
•Leadership and Civic Engagement  



Distance Learning:  
Recorded Blackboard Lectures, Student TEAMS Posts and 
Recorded FLIP Vidios



• Art Appreciation - Consider how to modify the Art Criticism Essay assignment to maximize 
student learning and minimize the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a crutch rather than as a 
learning tool.

Problem to Solve:

Implemented Strategy (Fall 2023):
• Art Appreciation - The Art Criticism Essay assignment has been modified to include an idea 

mapping assignment and a trip to the MC writing center (virtual or in person). Adjustments were 
also made to the class syllabus.



• Guest lecture discussing AI presented to our Scholarship In Teaching 
cohort 

• Invitation to participate in Humanities Days presentation with Matt 
Decker (Thanks Matt!) 

• Scholarship In Teaching class discussions (shout out to Jon Koch)

References:



Qualitative Results:

Challenges/Obstacles to Implementation:
• I need to remind students a week prior to midterms (by email) that both an idea organizer and 

proof of a Writing Center appointment (screen shot, etc.) were due along with the final essay. 

• Students in my Distance Learning Art Appreciation class have become better aware of how 
AI can be used in my class. Based on their idea mapping assignment and their use of the 
writing center It was much easier for me to assess whether I should look into a students 
posible unhealthy use of AI in their final paper 

• Student Quote “I did not know the WRL existed. Now I feel much more comfortable using 
it.”



• Powerful Teaching - Pooja K. Agarwal and Patrice M. Bain 
• Teaching Effectively with Zoom - Dan Levey 
• The Craft of College Teaching - Robert DiYanni and Anton Borst 
• Creating Wicked Students - Paul Hanstedt 
• Student Engagement Techniques - Elizabeth Barkley and Claire Howell

Additional Book References:



Thank you to my SIT colleagues 
for making this such a wonderful 
experience and to Joan for her 
thoughtful guidance!


